
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 96946 36" Colorful Hummingbird

1 97146 30" Beautiful Flower

2 87703 Std. Mother’s Day Watercolor

1 11220 11" Spring Green Latex (4 needed)

1 11230 11" Lime Green Latex (4 needed)

1 5220 5" Spring Green Latex (2 needed)

1 5230 5" Lime Green Latex (2 needed)

1 18358 350 Lime Green Twistee (1 needed)

1 18238 260 Spring Green Twistee (3 needed)

1 1653 60g Primary Heavy Weight

1 1139 3/16" Lime Green Curling Ribbon

#18358
Air inflate halfway and tie off. Use uninflated end to 

tie balloon in to the center of the balloon clusters.

#5220 #5230
Create a 5" four balloon cluster using the method above.  

Slip the cluster under 97146 and twist it 90 degrees 
to secure it in place.

#97146
Helium inflate the balloon.  Roll the neck of the balloon 

around the middle of an uninflated 260 like a scroll.  
Tie the 260 to secure it to the balloon then use the 

loose ends to tie the foil balloon on to top of 18358.

#11220 #11230
Air inflate two 11" latex balloons to 9" 

and tie together to form a duplet. Repeat 
to create a second duplet. Twist the two 

duplets together to create a four-balloon 
cluster. Create a second cluster. Inflate the 
balloons to 7".  Tie a heavy weight to a un-

inflated 260, nest clusters together, wrap 
260 around the clusters to hold them 

together and tie off.

SWEETEST
MOM EVER!

#18238
Fully air inflate, then release all the air. Tightly wrap 

around a cylindrical object. Secure the tip of the 
balloon to the top of the cylinder using a clip. 

Fully air inflate, slip off the cylinder and tie. 
Slide curled balloon around 18358.
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#96946 #87703
Helium inflate and add curling ribbon.  Tie to top leaves 

of 97146 and trim off excess ribbon.
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